


AUTOPATTERNS plotter cutting software
AUTOPATTERNS Software – is a unique product on the plotter cutting market!

Advantages:

 More then 500 000 interiors and exteriors patterns 
elements of the different vehicles preinstall and verified 
by our designers

 The largest database of car interiors in the world

 You will find lots of Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles and 
Window tint patterns

 You can pay by SQUARE METERS or buy 
UNLIMITED cutting plan

 No need to buy expensive PPF

 Simple and convenient interface with online technical
support.

 Regular database update

 Clear patterns scheme of any vehicle

 Lots of already prepared patterns layouts

 Additional photos for every vehicle

 Alternative elements for many patterns you can 
choose from

 Full data analytics in your account

 Flexible system of discounts and promo codes



1) Register in our software at:
https://autopatterns.com/software/

2) You download our software from official website after fill out the form
3) Within 12 hours you will receive your login and password by Email and WhatsApp with all instructions!

Our Contacts:
Phone: +374 7778 20 05
WhatsApp: +1 321 473 74 13
Email: sales@autopatterns.art
autopatterns.art@gmail.ru

Software bonuses:

If you deposit $1000 and above you get +10% to the deposited amount! 

If you deposit $2000 and above you get +20% to the deposited amount! 

If you deposit $3000 and above you get +30% to the deposited amount!

All funds deposited in the program and received by bonus system can be used only inside the program!

AUTOPATTERNS Commercial Offer

Our software is simply as possible:
1) Select the vehicle you are interested in
2) Replenish your account on any amount of money
3) Cut out whatever you want
4) OR Simple buy UNLIMITED CUTTING PLAN! (page 6)

https://autopatterns.com/software/
mailto:autopatterns.art@gmail.ru
mailto:autopatterns.art@gmail.ru
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m

6$ 6$ 6$ 6$ 5,64$

3,12$

= 45,05$
Total price for the full front of the 
vehicle - if you cut more than 5 
square meters at a time!

100cm

100cm

10$ per square meter

8$ per square meter if you cut more than 3 square meters at a time!

6$ per square meter if you cut more than 5 square meters at a time!

4,94 m
3,12$ 3,12$ 3,12$ 2,93$

E.g. 1 Exterior on a 1,52 film

AUTOPATTERNS cutting prices for Square meters:
$



0,
61

m

6,1$ 6,1$ 2,31$

= 14,51$ Total price for the car full interior
Mercedes-Benz S-Class (2021)

E.g. 4 Interior cutout Medium Size 

6,1$ 1,09$

0,
61

m

E.g. 3 Interior cutout Small Size
1,18 m

7,19$= Total price for the car full interior
BMW X3 (2021)

2,38 m

0,
61

m

4,88$ 4,88$ 4,88$ 4,88$ 1,26$

= 20,78$
Total price for the full front of the 
vehicle (partial hood and partial 
fenders) - if you cut more than 3 
square meters at a time! 

4,26 m
E.g. 2 Exterior on a 0,61 film 



$179* for one month of unlimited cutting

$490* for three months of unlimited cutting

$890* for six months of unlimited cutting

You still have an option to use pay by square meters system!
*UNLIMITED CUTTING PLANS ARE NEGOTIABLE, WHILE BETA TESTING IS GOING – next slide!

AUTOPATTERNS Tinting prices for Square meters:
3$ per square meter

100cm

100cm

E.g. 1 Tint on a 1,52 film

1,
52

m

2,63 m
1,56$ 1,56$

3$ 3$ 1,89$

0,96$

11,97$
Total price for full car
tint on a 1,52 m film

= 0,
61

m

2,56 m

1,83$ 1,83$ 1,02$

4,68$=
Total price for 
the car sides
tint on a 0,61 m 
film

E.g. 2 Tint on a 0,61 film



What does BETA means

Our Contacts:
Phone: +374 7778 20 05
WhatsApp: +1 321 473 74 13
Email: sales@autopatterns.art
autopatterns.art@gmail.ru

IMPORTANT our SOFTWARE is a BETA version – when you first start 
software:
1) Connect your plotter by USB (our software works only throw USB 

for right now) 
2) Then make some test cuts in a TEST THREAD, they are free for 

cutting
3) You will have 10$ BONUS dollars on your account to cut and test our 

patterns on a real vehicle you have at work (this amount of money 
is enough to cut half of the interior or few parts of the exterior)

ALSO! BETA version - mean that some functions are still unviable but we are 
working on it:

1. No AUTONESTING system you will need to set up patterns by yourself
or use our unique pre-made patterns layouts.
2. No option to CHANGE/EDIT patterns inside our software, but we are working 
on it. For now only inner elements of the patterns  is available for remove! Also 
you can mirror and clone parts if you need so!

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUSTIONS CONTACT US:

mailto:autopatterns.art@gmail.ru
mailto:autopatterns.art@gmail.ru
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